Youth Food Movement fact sheet

ugly matters

Each year, countless tonnes of good fruit and veg goes
to waste simply because it doesn’t look right.

What's the Problem?

In Australia,
it , s estimated

20-40%
of all fruit &
vegetables are

rejected
due to appearance
quality standards.

right now as consumers, we only buy one part of
what farmers grow: the pretty stuff.
Every week Aussie farmers grow crazy good fruit and veg in all shapes and sizes.
The problem is that our current obsession with buying ‘perfect’ produce means that
a good portion of that food won’t ever make it to our tables.
Australia has something known as ‘appearance standards’. These are essentially
rules about what shape, colour and size fruit and veg needs to be before it can be
sold in shops. Supermarkets set these up because they know that if produce doesn’t
look a particular way, people won’t buy it.

Let,s be straight:

this means that delicious, wholesome, nutritious fruit
and veggies are going to waste each and every week.
sad, right?
Rules about appearance affect nearly every kind of fruit and vegetable farmer that sells
their produce to you. They place huge pressure on these farmers and create needless
food waste.

The fact is, we don’t need our produce to look perfect in order for it to be perfect.

30% of all

bananas
grown in Australia

are rejected

from sale because
they don't match
appearance guidelines.
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So what can we do about it?
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Our big retailers know this is a problem, but they can’t start tackling it until they know
you’re behind them. That means taking action at the register and showing your support
for eating the whole crop, misshapen and all.
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join thousands of young people helping fight food waste by heading to

youthfoodmovement/cropfest
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